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Abstract

We discuss the generalization of the Dirac equations and spinors in momentum space to free

unstable spin-1/2 fermions taking into account the fundamental requirement of Lorentz covariance.

We derive the generalized adjoint Dirac equations and spinors, and explain the very simple relation

that exists, in our formulation, between the unstable and stable cases. As an application of the

generalized spinors, we evaluate the probability density. We also discuss the behavior of the

generalized Dirac equations under time reversal.
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The necessity to generalize the Dirac equations and spinors in momentum space to free

unstable spin-1/2 particles has recently been recognized in connection with the wave-function

renormalizations of mixed systems of Dirac [1, 2] and Majorana fermions [3]. In this report,

we discuss their construction when the fundamental requirement of Lorentz covariance is

taken into account. We also derive the generalized adjoint Dirac equations and spinors,

and explain the very simple relation that exists, in our formulation, between the generalized

Dirac equations and spinors and the corresponding expressions for stable fermions.1 We

illustrate the application of the generalized spinors by evaluating the probability density.

Defining the complex mass M of the unstable fermion as the zero of the inverse propa-

gator, a frequently used parametrization is [4]

M = m− i
Γ

2
, (1)

where m and Γ are its mass and width, respectively.

We define the four-momentum of the unstable fermion according to

p0 = Mγc, ~p = Mγ~v, (2)

where γ = (1 − ~v 2/c2)−1/2 and ~v is the particle’s velocity in the chosen inertial frame.

Since Eq. (2) differs from the expressions of special relativity for stable fermions by only the

constant factor M/m, pµ = (p0, ~p ) transforms as a four-vector. Equation (2) can also be

written as

pµ = Muµ, (3)

where uµ = γ(c, ~v ) is the four-velocity. From Eqs. (2) and (3) one finds the basic relation2

pµp
µ = p0

2
− ~p 2 = M2c2. (4)

Evaluating the real and imaginary parts of p0 from Eq. (4) and using the relation Im ~p 2 =

−[mΓ/(m2 −Γ2/4)] Re ~p 2 that follows from Eqs. (1) and (2), one can express p0 in terms of

Re ~p 2, m, and Γ as

p0 = M

[

Re ~p 2 + (m2 − Γ2/4)c2

m2 − Γ2/4

]1/2

. (5)

In the limit Γ → 0, ~p 2 is real, p0 = E/c, and Eq. (5) becomes

E = (~p 2c2 +m2c4)1/2, (6)

1 For brevity, spin-1/2 particles are henceforth called fermions.
2 In this paper, we adopt the notations and conventions of Refs. [5, 6].
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the well-known energy-momentum relation for stable particles. In the rest frame, ~p = ~0 and

Eq. (5) reduces to p0 = Mc, in agreement with Eq. (2) when ~v = ~0.

In momentum space, the generalizations of the Dirac equations to free unstable fermions

are

(/p−Mc)ur(~p ) = 0, (/p+Mc)vr(~p ) = 0, (7)

where /p = pµγ
µ and r = 1, 2 labels the two independent solutions. Recalling Eq. (2), we

note that Eq. (7) can be derived by multiplying the corresponding Dirac equations for stable

fermions by M/m. The four independent solutions can be written explicitly in the form

ur(~p ) =

(

p0 +Mc

2Mc

)1/2






χr

~σ·~p
p0+Mc

χr





 , vr(~p ) =

(

p0 +Mc

2Mc

)1/2






~σ·~p
p0+Mc

χ′
r

χ′
r





 , (8)

where σi are the Pauli matrices and χr and χ′
r are two-dimensional constant and orthogonal

spinors frequently chosen as

χ1 = χ′
2 =







1

0





 , χ2 = χ′
1 =







0

1





 . (9)

With this choice, ur(~p ) and vr(~p ) are eigenstates of the z component of spin in the rest

frame of the fermion, with eigenvalue +h̄/2 (spin up) for u1(~p ) and v2(~p ) and −h̄/2 (spin

down) for u2(~p ) and v1(~p ).

Including the space-time dependencies, the plane-wave solutions associated with the

spinors ur(~p ) and vr(~p ) are ur(~p ) exp(−ip · x) and vr(~p ) exp(ip · x), respectively. Using

Eqs. (1)–(3), we have

e−ip·x = e−imu·xe−(Γ/2)u·x. (10)

The first factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (10) is the space-time dependence in the stable

case, while the second factor reflects the fact that the fermion is unstable. The amplitude

ur(~p ) exp(−imu · x) is a solution of the usual Dirac equation for stable fermions and is,

therefore, time-reversal invariant. By contrast, the second factor, exp[−Γγ(c2t−~v · ~x)/2], is

not invariant under the time-reversal transformation t → −t and ~v → −~v.

Another simple way to show that the generalized Dirac equations are not invariant under

time reversal is the following: we recall that the operator that relates the wave functions at

times t and t′ = −t is antiunitary, namely of the form KU , where U is a unitary matrix and

K means complex conjugation. If the Hamiltonian H(t) at time t involves the complex mass
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M , as is the case in the formulation of the generalized Dirac equations, when K acts on

H(t) it transforms M → M∗. As a consequence, H(t′) differs from H(t) by the same change

M → M∗, and the proof of time-reversal invariance, explained for instance in Ref. [5], breaks

down.

The Hermitian adjoints of Eq. (7) are

ūr(~p )(/p
∗ −M∗c) = 0, v̄r(~p )(/p

∗ +M∗c) = 0, (11)

where

ūr(~p ) = u†
r(~p )γ

0, v̄r(~p ) = v†r(~p )γ
0 (12)

are the usual adjoint spinors and /p
∗ = p∗µγ

µ. At first sight, the presence of the complex

conjugates p∗µ and M∗ seems to complicate matters. However, we note from Eq. (3) that

pµ/M = uµ is real. Therefore, we have the important relation

(

pµ

M

)∗

=
pµ

M
. (13)

Inserting p∗µ = (M∗/M)pµ and multiplying by M/M∗, Eq. (11) becomes

ūr(~p )(/p−Mc) = 0, v̄r(~p )(/p+Mc) = 0. (14)

The four generalized Dirac equations shown in Eqs. (7) and (14) were postulated in Ref. [2]

without applying Eq. (13) and with a different interpretation of the adjoint spinors ūr(~p )

and v̄r(~p ). In the case of unstable fermions, Eqs. (7) and (14) play an important role in the

implementation of the Aoki-Hioki-Kawabe-Konuma-Muta (AHKKM) [7] renormalization

conditions in general theories with intergeneration mixing, as pointed out in Refs. [1–3].

Since pµ transforms as a four-vector, the proof of Lorentz covariance of Eq. (7) follows

the same steps as the proof of the Lorentz covariance of the Dirac equation in coordinate

space (see, for example, chapter 2 in Ref. [5]). Specifically, if pµ and ur(~p ) are the four-

momentum and the spinor in the Lorentz frame O and p′µ and u′
r(~p

′) are those in the

Lorenz frame O′, one expresses, for example, the first equality in Eq. (7) in terms of the

O′ variables by means of the relations pµ = aνµp
′
ν , where aνµ are the coefficients of the

Lorentz transformation between the four-vectors pµ and p′µ, and ur(~p ) = S−1u′
r(~p

′), where

S is a matrix that satisfies the relations aνµSγ
µS−1 = γν and S−1 = γ0S†γ0. Then the first

equality in Eq. (7) becomes (/p′−Mc)u′
r(~p

′) = 0, which demonstrates its Lorentz covariance.

Carrying out the Hermitian conjugation of the O′ Dirac equation and using Eq. (13), one
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finds ū′
r(~p

′)(/p′ −Mc) = 0, which shows the Lorentz covariance of the corresponding adjoint

Dirac equation, Eq. (14).

The adjoint spinors with respect to ur(~p ) and vr(~p ) in Eq. (8) are

ūr(~p ) =

(

p0 +Mc

2Mc

)1/2 (

χ†
r,−χ†

r

~σ · ~p

p0 +Mc

)

, v̄r(~p ) =

(

p0 +Mc

2Mc

)1/2 (

χ′†
r

~σ · ~p

p0 +Mc
,−χ′†

r

)

,

(15)

where we have again applied Eq. (13) to eliminate p∗µ and M∗. In particular, Eq. (13) implies

that [(p0 +Mc)/(2Mc)]1/2 and ~p/(p0 +Mc) are real.

It is interesting to note that the four generalized Dirac equations shown in Eqs. (7) and

(14) as well as their spinor solutions presented in Eqs. (8) and (15) can be obtained from

the corresponding ones for stable fermions, for Γ = 0, by simply substituting m → M in

their explicit mass dependencies and in the definition of pµ in Eqs. (2) and (3).

Since M cancels in the ratios (p0 +Mc)/(2Mc) and ~p/(p0 +Mc), these factors are the

same as in the Γ = 0 case. It hence follows that the spinor solutions in Eqs. (8) and (15)

satisfy the same normalization and completeness relations as in the case of stable fermions,

which are given, for example, by Eqs. (A.29) and (A.30) in Ref. [6]. In particular,

ūr(~p )us(~p ) = −v̄r(~p )vs(~p ) = δrs,

ūr(~p )vs(~p ) = −v̄r(~p )us(~p ) = 0. (16)

In some applications, the two-component spinors χr and χ′
r in Eq. (9) are replaced by

helicity eigenstates φs and φ′
s, respectively. Because, in the case of unstable particles, ~p is

complex [cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)], the usual helicity projection,

~p

|~p |
·
~σ

2
φs = sφs,

~p

|~p |
·
~σ

2
φ′
s = −sφ′

s, (17)

where |~p | = (~p ∗ · ~p )1/2, leads to complex eigenvalues s = ±(~p 2)1/2/(2|~p |), as can be checked

by applying the helicity projection operator twice. A consistent alternative is to define the

helicity projection operator in Eq. (17) according to ~u/|~u| · ~σ/2, where ~u = ~p/M are the

spatial components of the four-velocity u given below Eq. (3), or, equivalently, ~v/|~v| · ~σ/2.

It is also instructive to calculate the probability current using the spinor solutions in

Eqs. (8) and (15). We find

cūr(~p )γ
µur(~p ) = cv̄r(~p )γ

µvr(~p ) =
pµ

M
= uµ. (18)
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As expected, these currents transform as four-vectors. In particular, for µ = 0 we have

cu†
r(~p )ur(~p ) = cv†r(~p )vr(~p ) = u0 = γc. (19)

Since cu†
r(~p )ur(~p ) and cv†r(~p )vr(~p ) are the probability densities, they should be real and

positive, consistent with Eq. (19).

Another interesting application is to examine the space-time dependence of the proba-

bility density. Incorporating the space-time factor exp(−ip · x) of Eq. (10) in cu†
r(~p )ur(~p ),

we find that the latter is multiplied by an overall factor exp[−Γγ(c2t−~v · ~x)], which implies

that the probability density for the positive-energy states decreases exponentially with time,

reflecting the fermion’s instability.

In summary, (i) we have proposed a simple definition of the (complex) four-momentum of

a free unstable spin-1/2 particle [cf. Eqs. (2) and (3)] and shown that it indeed transforms as

a four-vector, (ii) we have derived the generalized Dirac equations in momentum space [cf.

Eq. (7)] and found explicit spinor solutions [cf. Eq. (8)], (iii) we have derived the generalized

adjoint Dirac equations [cf. Eq. (14)] and spinors [cf. Eq. (15)] by Hermitian conjugation

of Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively, taking into account the basic relation in Eq. (13), (iv)

using the important fact that pµ transforms as a four-vector, we have shown how the proof

of Lorentz covariance carries over to the generalized Dirac equations and their adjoints,

(v) we have pointed out the very simple relation that exists, in our formulation, between

the generalized Dirac equations and spinors and the corresponding expressions for stable

fermions, (vi) in particular, we have shown that our spinors and adjoint spinors satisfy the

same normalization and completeness relations as in the case of stable fermions, (vii) we have

proposed a modified definition of the helicity projection operator for unstable fermions that

leads to real eigenvalues, (viii) as an illustration, we have applied our spinors and adjoint

spinors to calculate the probability density and found that it satisfies the expected theoretical

properties, and (ix) we have discussed the behavior of the generalized Dirac equations under

time reversal. As mentioned after Eq. (14), the four generalized Dirac equations in Eqs. (7)

and (14) play an important role in the implementation of the AHKKM [7] renormalization

conditions for unstable fermions in general theories with intergeneration mixing.
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